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1 Abstract 
J. Mario Aguilar*and .J os<~ L. Contreras-Vidalt 
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and Cognitive and Neural Systerns Dept. 
Boston U ni versi ty 
111 Cummington St. Rm 240 
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A neural network system, NAVITE, for incremental trajedory generation and obstacle avoiclanee is pre-
sented. Unlike other approaches, the system is effer.tive in unstructured environments. Multimodal in-
forrnation from visual and n_tnge data is used for obstade detection and to elirninate uncertainty in the 
measurements. Optimal paths are c:ornputed without explicitly optimizing cost functions, therefore reduc-
ing computational expenses. Simulations of a planar rnobile robot (including the dynamic characteristics 
of the plant) in obstade-free and objed avoidance trajectories are presented. The system can be extended 
to ineorporate global map inforrnation into the local decision-making process. 
2 Introduction 
The proposed NAVITE system forms a trajectory by instantiating a targf!t. position in a synchronous, 
variable-speed adaptive multijoint controller implernented as a neural network. The Lcu·get vector is deter-
mince\ by a global path planning algorithm operating at a higher level in Uw processing hierarchy. Global 
path planning criteria is utilized to generate a set of these target vectors whieh avoid all known obstacles 
given a static environment. Then, as the targets are instantiated, the reactive systern brings the robot 
to the goal by incrernentally generating the trajectory. 'T'hc nature of this process allows for con{;inuous 
recalibration of the variables and thus pennits adaptability to changes in t.he environment. At the sarnc 
time, both the kinematics and dynarnics of the system are controlled and synchronized by this rnechanisrn. 
The target vector is compared t.o the present location of the robot. and the shortest path is eornputecl 
incrementally. Navigation begins along this tra.jf!ctory and if no obstacles are found, the robot's sta.te 
variables are controlled optimally until the. goal is reached. Optimality is obtained clue to the fad that the 
robot traverses a. straight, srnooth path. 
On the other hand, the detection of obstacles within a predeterrnincd range will produce an internal 
perturbation in the trajectory vvhich will lea,d to detour of the robot. Since the original plan rernains 
instantiated, the perturbation is oveiTome by continuous updating of the trajectory given the present 
position. Here, the path is no longer the shortest but. in cxc.hange, the systcrn i:s able to sirnultaneously 
control t.he kinernat.ics and dynarnics of the robot to avoid unpredicted obstaelcs) as well as allowing for 
continuous instantiation of the goal. 
Utili:tation of learned spatial rnaps (v .. ,hich allow the instantiation of target and present position in 
allocentric coordinates) and global path planning cornes into play both when generating the original tra.-
jcct.ory and when ddlning local detour:s. In this manner, local processing has priority and thus is able to 
eont.inuously adapt t.o the environment. I-Iowever1 its conilguration and ''decision-making1' are constantly 
modulated by the global spatial map. The modulation of local decision processes by global spatial knowl-
edge is the subject of present. research. The present implementation assumes that. targets instantiated in 
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spatial coordinates which avoid all known obstacles (local minima) are available at the input stage of the 
system. 
In the field of path planning for mobile robotics, research has been foeused in two different approaches: 
a) planning within a static environrnent, and b) planning within an unstructured world. The former has 
been approached with the assumption that either the environment is known (18] or unknown [14]. In 
the case of unstructured environrnents, two main trends can be identifled, namely those which emphasize 
heuristics [9, 10, 16] and those based on perceptmd processing [2, :3, 4]. The latter, based on the linking 
between perception and action has also been called aC'.tive perception. 
Past attempts have shown that the problem of motion planning with multiple non-staLk objects is 
intractable using algorithmic approaches [10]. Om approac.h deals with planning within an unstructured 
environment utilizing rnultimodal sensory information. As such, sensory data through perception can trigger 
adaptive behavior (eg. obstacle avoidance, active target; search). Because our rnethocl uses incrernental 
planning, it can deal with changing environments. 
3 A neural network for trajectory generation 
A neural network rnodel that speciJies the kinematics of point-to-point arm movements has been proposed 
in [5]. This model is based on neurophysiology, anatomy, and dinical data c.onc.erning the kinematics of 
synchronous, variable speed multijoint reaching movements. The model, Vedor-Integration-To-Endpoint. 
(VITE) 1 produces the typical kinematic 8ignature of mo8t arm rnovement8. 
The rnodel provides the position and velocity speeifleation of the desired t.rajedory from the current 
position of the arm (Present Position Vector, or PPV) to the target position of the ann (Target Posi-
tion Vector, or TPV). These vect.or8 can be seen as a pattern of neuronal ac~tivation levels distributed 
across a population of neurons that codes Lhe current and t.he target position in rnusde-length coordinates 
respedively. 
The descending TPV is compared with an ascending "efference copy" of the PPV to produces a cliffcr-
e.nce vector a.t. a stage LhaL spedflcs the muscle length update (direction and distance vector, DV) required 
to rnove the limb from the PPV to the TPV. Before upda,ting the PPV using the DV, a nonspcciflc speed 
scalar or (i() signal under voluntary control is used to ga.te multiplicatively the contents of the DV to 
produc.e a desired velocity vector (Figure 1). Integration of the signal DV t.itnes GO to the PPV pro-
duees a desired position vee lor·. Both t.he desired 1!elocity vector and desin'.d position vector comprise the 
DE:SlH.ED-TH.A.JEC:TOH.Y which is then used as a eornrnancl to the plant. 
The rnain features of this GO signal is that. before movement., it has a va.hw of zero and then grow8 
faster-than-linearly to a. positive value as t.he rnovernent is developed. In addition, the rate of growth of the 
GO signal changes the contraction rate 8ynduonously of all rnusdes contributing to the ann rnovernent., so 
that all the muscles acting to move Uw arm have the same onset and offseL times. It is hypothesized that 
in the biological system, the speciflca.tion of the desired position a.ncl velocity vectors by the VITE c.irc~uit is 
used as input to the neuro-muscular systern (e.g. Lhe ac:tuator) that adually executes the rnovement. The 
structure of the VITE central controller is depicted in figure l 1 and its neural network implernenta.tion in 
figure 2. 
The VITli~ system is specified in terms of nonlinear differential equations as follows, 
GO signal: 
Go = speed sca.la.r 
Differmtcl~ vector: 
" = Updating rate = :30.0 
G(t) = G0 1. 2 /(1 -t- t2) 
_:!_V = a(-V, -t-T -A) dt 2 2 t I 
'li = Target. position c.ornmand for musde channel i 
Ai = Present. position command 
( 1) 
(2) 
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Vector Integration To End point (VITE) 
OUTFLOW COMMAND 
Figure I: Model of trajectory generation based on [5] for synehronous, variable speed mult.ijoint movements. 
Present position conunand (integrator): 
(3) 
where, {i,j) = {1,2) :mel [a:]+= max[a:,O]. 
The VITE circuit can also be seen as a proportionai + derivative (PD) central contwller with time-
varying velocity and position gains over the duration of the point-to-point movement. The controller acts as 
a fecdforward controller without sensory feedback, and its outputs generate re.ciprocal ramp-like descending 
commands (Present Position Vectors) to antagonist actuators. The duration and amplitude of changes in 
the8e PPVs arc spedf-led by a GO signal (which affects the time-varying position and vdocity gains) and 
Target Position Vectors. 
The transient characteristic of this model lies between a. perfectly syrnrnetrical srnooth movement and 
a typical skewed PD controller rnovernent. The VITE rnodcl fits data regarding the kinematics of arm 
movf!lllents substantially better than other rnodels suc.h as the rninirnurn--jcrk model which minimizes the 
rnean-square rate of change of aeeeleration [12]) and the minimum dfort rnodel which minirnizes the t.irne 
integral of the square of velocity [1:3]. The VITE model ean be described in terms of a PD controller as 
follows) 
(4) 
where LlAi = Ai -Aj a.nd biT£ = Ti -'Ij) for the two inputs-two outputs system (i) j)) Kv is the t.irne-va.rying 
veloeit.y gain) a.nd /(p is the time-varying posit.ion gain. In addition) 
/{~, = 2 . - (\' 
t(J +t2) (5) 
and 
2 
l ·' (' t \p=0'.r()l+t2 ( 6) 
where a and Go c.ontrol the shape of the transient response. Note that the PD controller output is differ-
entially attracted to the desired target. Another factor affecting the response of the VITE system is the 
form of the GO signal G(t) = OoO(t) given by O(t) which in this case is a sigrnoid function. 
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Figure 2: Neural network irnplernentation of a trajectory generator. 
Figure :3 shows a simulation of the VITE c.ircuit for a rnovernent of 0.2 units of amplitude showing that. 
the VITE generates smooth movement.s. 
VVe propose to use the VITE systern to drive a pair of antagonist (in a push-pull arrangement) DC 
rnotors. One of the systems will produce movement along the horizontal axis, and a seeond system will 
produee rnovernent along the vertieal axis by eomparing Lhe magnitude and sign of the differential output 
of eac.h VITE system (Ar - A2) (see figure 4). The relative speed of rnovemcnt between the two DC motors 
will produee a movement in a given direetion. 
The uneoupled systern of VITE actuators rninimizes computational costs by avoiding optimization of 
cost functions. 'I'he algorithm derives the trajectory for a robot of known dynamic capabilities and allows 
for continuous adaptability. In addition, it assures the minimum-dist.a.nce path, if the environment remains 
static, by virtue of the vedor integration to the target position. 
For reasons of sirnplicity, the algorithm will be illustrated using an autonomous vehicle with motion 
being constrained to the XY plane, with bounded dist.ance and velocity. A sarnple simulation of the 
trajectory generator syst.ern consisting of 2 VITE modules is shown in figure 5. The trajedories generated 
by t.he system in the absence of obstacles are monotonic, in the sense that they display a monotonically 
decreasing distanr.e to the target position. 
This simulation shmvs the path follov.,red by a mobile robot. assuming ideal dynamics. Three goal 
trajectories (point-to-point) are shown, na.rnely, PO -+ PI -~ P2 -+ P:3. The veloeity profiles for all the 
t.rajedories are shown indepcnclcntly for each component in the ca.rtcsia.n spaee. Note) by the top and 
bot torn flatness on t.he t.raject.ories, t.ha.t t.he robot reaches the pre-cs{;a.blished maximum velocity in two of 
the trajectories. When one of the DC rnotor reaches this pre-established rnaxinmrn velocity, the velocity 
of the other rnotor is also kept constant (to its current. velocit.y) Lo allow for stra.ight.-line trajectories (e.g. 
minimum distance) as long as the other actuator moves to rnaximurn velocity. The advantage of Lhis 
control scheme is that t.he systern V•7ill ah".'ays rnove towards the target location \Vhile tending to maintain 
the original straight-line path regardless of the structure of the environrnent, elirninating the need for a 
parametric search in the space of possible trajectories. 
3.1 Obstacle avoidance and DC motor dynamics 
The dynarnics of a DC rnotor driving a.n inertial load arc far from the ideal conditions (e.g. 100 % efllciency 
for all inertial loads), and therefore must. be considered. 'T'he transfer function of the DC motor eon trolling 
rnotion along the X-axis (or Y-a.xis) is deflned as follows, 
-KC l [~: ]+[Z.](A,-A,) (7) 
where the parameters I< and C specify the parameters of the plant (e.g. efficiency and inertial load), and 
the driving signal (A1 - A2) is the output of the VITE rnodule. To tra.nsforrn the coordinate systern to 
the eartesian space, we need to rnake a ehange of variables so that. 'Vj~ ::::: wx/1', where 7' is the radius of the 
motor wheel, and v.1~ is the tangential velocity. 
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Figure :3: Sirnulation of a point-to-point movernent using the VITE model of trajectory generation. Plots 
show the state variables with respect to time. Ti = [0.5, 0.1] and Jli = [.3, .:_~] 
Figure 6 shows a sirnulat.ion of the systern including Lhe non-ideal dynarnics of the DC motors. Tra-
jectory P2 ~ P3 also includes an obstacle as shown. First, note tha.t. due to the non-ideal eUlciency of the 
voltage-mecha.nical energy conversion and the inertial load, the vcloeity patterns do not t·cach maximum 
speed for these trajectories. 
In the working model, range dat.a fro1n ultrasonic sensors and vision data (depth) frotu scene views 
taken at successive time int.ervals would be used jointly to guide t.he rnobile robot and avoid eollisions. 
'rhis \viii be reviewed in the next section. In this simulation, the robot avoids the object by changing 
rnomenta.rily the difference-vector field in the direction depic.ted in figure 6. As described in figure 7, as 
soon as t.he robot is outside of a safety rnargin (e.g. force Held, dsafcty) surrounding the obstacle, it tmns 
again toward the target producing a straight path. During the tirnc the robot is avoiding the obstacle, the 
A1 
A2 
DC motor load 
Figure 4-: DC motor driving inertial load. 
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GO signal is kept c.onstant in both axes. Thus) since the distance to the object is decreasing at. rate a, the 
velocities are effectively decreased as soon as an objer,t is detected at a distance defined by the distance to 
the obstacle and the safety margin (dobjec.t + dsafcty)· The rate of deecleration is proportional to the rate 
of change of the difference, DV, and therefore, it does not matter how far the robot is from the target. 
- PO P1 0.00 ..•..... ------ ..-----····· 





PO P1 P2 P3 
Figure 5: Trajectory forn1ation: Ideal trajectory forntation without obstacles. Two VlTE systems 
generate the position a eommancls driving the DC motors along the X- and Y-a.xes. Position and velocity 
for the two systems is shown for the no obstacles condition, and without the dynamics of the DC motor. 
Solid line: X-dircction motor. Dashed line: Y-dircetion motor. 
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Figure 6: Trajeetory for1nation: Trajectory forn1ation with an ohstade and 1notor dynmnies. 
Position and velocity for the two systerns is shown for the obstade c.ondition (between trajectory from point 
P2 to P:3), and with the dynaxnics of the DC motor driving an inertia load. Vertical dashed lines mark the 
end of the movement. The rest period indicates that the robot. is waiLing for the next command. 
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The flexibility and fine control of the plant arises from the independent control of speed (GO signal) 
and movement direction (diJference vector, DV). The system is tuned so that v·:hen the distance betv .. 'een 
the robot and the obstacle equals the safety margin (d,afcty), the robo\ initiates a detour modulated by \he 
characteristics of the sensory data (structure of local environment). In addition, when the robot is within a 
distance of dobjec.t + dsafety, the robot's velocity decreases a.t a rate proportional to cv. The above distance 
values are tuned so that a safe velocity value can be reached even if the robot is traveling at maximum 
speed. Figure 7 depicts the geometry of this formulation. As shown in the figure, in the absence of higher 





Robot - ····· ... Effective push by obstacle 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7: Geometric description of the algorithm used to define the direction and velocity changes of the 
robot. a) The robot detec.ts objects at diHtance dobjec.t + dsafdy and reduces its velocity. At dobjec.L it 
initiates a detour determined the cha.racteristic.s of the obstacle. b) The geomet.ry of the obstacle 1 as 
deterrnined from sensory data 1 defmes the direction the robot. \viii follow. Each point in the obstacle 
produecs a perturbation in the opposite direction to the reception by the sensors. 
As in Brook::/ proposal [3 1 4L the system uses sensory information t;o continuously guide the robot when 
obstacles are found in the desired pathways. This greatly relaxes the c.onstraint commonly introduc.ed by 
other navigation systerns which require a.-priori knowledge of the structure of the environment. In such a 
cireumsta.nee 1 t.he sensory data would guide the robot to avoid collision by modulating the GO signal that. 
gates movement and/or by redirecting the robof/s path. 
3.2 Multimodal data fusion 
In biological systerns 1 multisensory interactions appear to be governed by spatial rules in such a way that 
coincident multisensory stirnuli produce an enha.ncernent of the neuron's firing rate (or reinforccrnent of 
the distributed code in a neural population), V>'hereas disparate stimuli provokes either depression or no 
interaction at all [15]. 
\lile propose to usc both visual and range data to eliminate uncertainties) noise 1 and intrinsic. errors 
introduced by the measurements. The sensory data front each rnoclality cornpetes \vith each other to 
produce a consistent sensory rna.p of the inunediate frontal surrounding. 
M ult.imodal sensory interad.ions can reduce uncertainty introduc.ed in the sensory representations of 
st.irnuli. In part.icula.r 1 the signal-to-noise ratio is irnproved by combining two or rnorc different modalities 
of information. In fac.t 1 it has been observed that the level of enha.ncernent in the response is greater than 
the sum of the responses of each modality when the patterns are spatially coincident. On the other hand, 
spatially-disparate inputs usually depress orienting behavior [17}. 
Traditional technological applications for mobile robotics have always been c.ornput.ational expensive 
in part due to the inefncienc.y of the planning and sensory-processing algorithrns. Currently, perception 
techniques arc the focus of research in the field of unmanned vehicle and int.clligent robot.k systems. Sensory-
based navigation or active vision are useful for reacting to the environrnent. and improving robustness 
and disambiguation of sensory and c.entral information, thus reducing sensitivity to noise 1 obstacles, and 
changing environrnents [1]. 
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Towards this goal, we have proposed a system for active control of mobile robots [1]. Every task 
comprising the roboVs interac.tion with the environment is treated as a dynamically changing situation. In 
this manner, mechanisms of attentional allocation are utili~ecl to direct the roboVs cornputational resources 
towards the more important and immediate tasks. As we have demonstrated 1 this approach gives the system 
the flexibility to aclapt 1 in the present case reorienting its trajectory, upon changes in the environment. 
rn m ~ rn 
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Figure 8: Multirnodal data fusion of visual and range sensors. The visual data is convolved with on .. 
center/off-surround fdters, and the range data is convolved with isotropic filters as shown. The output of 
the neural network is then used to redired the path to avoid obstacles by rnodulating the activity of the 
difference vector in each VITE c.ornponent. as a. func.tion of location of the object in intrinsic coordinates. 
The mecha.nisrn for data fusion consi8ts of inhibitory feedforward int.erac.Lions in a neural network 
with two input.s corresponding t.o each senoory rnodality. The 8ensory inputs are convolved with their 
respective sensory filters. The result8 of these convolutions are t.hen c.ornbinecl so that congruent area8 in 
the environment detected by the sens01'8 cooperate while neighboring areas c.ornpetc and a.rc attenuated by 
activated neighbors. Thus, each colurnn of the vision da.ta, is fed to a. similarly orga,nized column in the data 
fusion layer 1 while a. single elernent of t.he range data vedor i8 fed to all the nodes in one of tho8e columns. 
So, for example in Hgure 8, column 1 of the vision data is fed to column 1 of the data fusion layer 1 and 
element 2 of the range data vector is fed to c.olurnn 2 of the vi8ion data. layer. Competition oceur8 between 
these two sources by having the inputs feed inhibitory inputs to the neighboring columns of the data fusion 
la.ycr. The details of the data preprocessing are given in [1, 7]. 
The process of data extraction i8 perforrned at 8Uceessive tirnc intervals along the roboVs trajectory. 
Visual data is pre-proces8cd by a fast segmentation and boundary completion algorithm [6] based on the 
BCS/FCS system [II], to extract disparity information from motion. This infornuttion is then fused with 
ultrasonic range data. to provide a. more accurate measure of depth [8]. 
4 Conclusion 
It was noted that path planning algorithms whic.h assume static environment8 will not be successful in 
controlling a. robot under changing conditions. As an a.1ternat.ive 1 some algorithrns 'vhich propose to solve 
the planning problern under dynamic. condition8 were reviewed. Their unsuitability to this application was 
pointed out in term8 of the extremely expensive cost of the computation8. 
Reactive navigation, not as an alternative but as complement to the control sc.heme 1 was proposed. 
A neural network-based reactive navigation 8ystcm for rnobile robotic.s was pre8ented. The system does 
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not need to optimize any performance index therefore avoiding costly cornputations. Additionally, no 
assumptions are made as to the state of the environment. The system is capable of continuously adapting 
to changes in the surroundings. 
The systern is able to autoscale velocity in either axis (or degree of freedom), therefore allowing straight-
line trajectories. Since the computation of the trajectory is expressed as a difference vector, the trajectories 
to the target need not be learned but instead are differentially generated by \he network. 
The characteristics of the final trajectory evolve through local and possibly global modulation of the 
current state. Yet, given a detour, the robot resurnes along the optimal path from current to target position. 
T'hc nature of global modulation upon local detour decision making is the focus of current research. 
Although the global path planning stage is responsible for deflning a path free of local minima) simula-
tions have been run in V'.'hich the robot escapes typical minima. by adding noise or by planned perturbations 
in the trajectory. ln the case of extreme minima such as dead-end alleys) they could not be escaped by this 
method. 
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F'igure 9: Sarnple data acquisition for four consecutive scenes along a pat.h with an obstacle. Detour is 
initiated previous t.o t.he second scene shown and continuous until obst.a.de has been cleared. 
